Quantification of the input signal for soft tissue vibration during running.
Soft tissue compartment vibrations are initiated at heel-strike in heel-toe running. The concept of muscle tuning suggests that the body tries to minimize these vibrations with a muscle adaptation that changes the mechanical properties of the soft tissue compartment. A muscle tuning adaptation can be quantified by determining the biodynamic response, of the soft tissue compartment for different experimental conditions. To determine the biodynamic response a measure of both the input signal and the soft tissue compartment vibrations are required. The input signal for the vibrations is the rapid deceleration of the leg after initial ground contact. The aim of this study was to evaluate three non-invasive methods to quantify the input signal for the triceps surae soft tissue vibrations. Data from a force platform, a shoe mounted accelerometer and a video analysis of a reflective skin marker were used to quantify leg deceleration. Both the shoe mounted accelerometer and skin marker method provided a satisfactory evaluation of the input signal and could be used to determine the biodynamic response of the soft tissue compartment. The impact portion of the ground reaction force is primarily due to the deceleration of the leg at landing. However, due to the influence of the effective body mass on the impact magnitude, the force plate data was not appropriate for quantifying a muscle tuning response.